AND PRE-DRAVlDIAtf
Here also the hypothesis of a loan from Indo-Aryan
is excluded on account of two reasons. The vowel
i of lifya is never found isolated in any of the Austro-
Asiatic words derived from a form in a. Besides the
name of "penis" can  be found  in  Anna mite with   the
%f	**
word  tat (Quoe-ngu :  cae) which doubtless comes from
an ancient *k-lak. We know that the initial consonantal
groups were all reduced in Annamite, some before the
XVIIth century and the others much later.
On the whole everything tends to show that an
ancient A ustro* Asiatic root *lak has given rise to the
nominal derivatives ending in *ala-, -via-. The existence
of a final with vocalism u is not solely attested in Indo-
Aryan and only by the word laftgula. Skr. laguda, lakuta,
appear to be copied from lahgula, and its meaning of
"stickf* can be very well derived from " penis.'* Parallel
to Skr, languid " tail " (of an animal) we find Malay
ekor, and in the Malay Peninsula, ikul, t&ur, ekor, bur,
with the same meaning.
A certain number of forms which we have examined
contain a nasal element which seems to have been inserted
in the root. Now we know that in the majority of
the Austro-Asiatic languages, the infix n seems to form
the names of instrument (of. Father. W. Schmidt, Les
peuples Mon-Kkmer, French translation in B.E.F.E.O.,
1907, p. 237ff.). I will quote only one example, similar
to the case studied by me : Khmer cdnkdut " helm"
derived, by adding an infix from, "ckttvt " to obstruct,
to move against the helm" [E. Aymonier, Lictwnnaire
KhmfrjTangai*, p. xvi]. Hence it is to be noted that
amongst the non-Aryan words quoted above, the pasal
infix is wanting in those which designate a part of the
body: " penis " "tail" (of an animal), while it is found

